Introduction
Prediction of the gene expression pattern through computational analysis of the nucleotide sequence is one of the main tasks of modern bioinformatics. Accurate prediction is very complicated because the level of eukaryotic gene expression may be regulated at various steps: transcription, pre-mRNA processing and export, mRNA translation, and the cytoplasmic stability of the mRNA and polypeptide. Contextual and structural features of the gene nucleotide sequence may influence the efficiency of expression at all stages, hence they should be considered in detail. Analysis of parameters of mRNAs influencing translatability in eukaryotic cells is one of the particular tasks in the framework of this general problem.
It is known that the translational efficiency of eukaryotic mRNAs varies considerably with their sequence characteristics (for a review, see Kozak, 1994; Gallie, 1996; Pain, 1996) . Contextual and structural features of the 5′ untranslated region (5′UTR) significantly affect the rate of translation initiation and, thereby, the level of polypeptide production (Ray et al., 1983; Kozak, 1987; Futterer and Hohn, 1992; Gallie and Walbot, 1992) . It is widely accepted that the majority of eukaryotic mRNAs are translated through the linear scanning mechanism (for a review, see Kozak, 1994) . According to this model, several features of the leader sequence influence mRNA translational efficiency, i.e. the context of the translational start codon, occurrence of AUGs within 5′UTR, and the stable secondary structure in the leader. It was shown that some 5′UTR features, apart from those listed above, are capable of influencing mRNA translatability. 5′UTRs of some cellular and viral mRNAs ('translational enhancers') increase the translation efficiency of the downstream coding sequences (Gallie et al., 1987; Jobling and Gehrke, 1987 ; for a review, see Gallie, 1996) . However, nucleotide sequences of these enhancers have no common elements.
An analysis of nucleotide sequences of mRNAs that were shown experimentally to be translated at different levels may be used to reveal the sequence features important for the high mRNA translatability. However, available experimental data are not sufficient to perform the computer analysis. To overcome this problem, we have made a comparative analysis of the characteristics of mRNAs encoding abundant and scarce eukaryotic polypeptides (Kochetov et al., 1998a,b) . The high rate of polypeptide synthesis is likely to be achieved if all expression processes (transcription, splicing, translation, etc.) occur at a high rate, because low efficiency at any stage limits total polypeptide production. Thus, investigation of nucleotide sequences of mRNAs of highly expressed genes can be helpful to reveal the sequence features essential to support efficient expression. There are several examples of the usefulness of this approach [e.g. research on the relative 'strength' of translational termination codons (Brown et al., 1990) , frequencies of synonymous codon usage (Ikemura, 1985) ].
We have compared the mRNA features of several groups of housekeeping genes, highly expressed in eukaryotic cells (H-mRNAs) and regulatory genes with low expression under stringent control (L-mRNAs). It was found that 5′UTRs of H-mRNAs differ considerably from those of L-mRNAs and presumably could support more efficient translation (Ischenko et al., 1996; Kochetov et al., 1998a,b) . This is an argument in favor of the assumption that a high expression level of eukaryotic genes is provided with highly efficient mRNA translation.
Significant difference between H-and L-mRNAs was used to design the prediction method evaluating the translatability of mRNAs of newly sequenced genes. A computer tool for the prediction of mRNA translation properties of genes in mammals and higher plants is presented. This technique also permits evaluation of the translatability of mRNAs of foreign genes (transgenes) in mammalian and plant cells by comparing their sequence characteristics with those of high-and low-expression host mRNAs.
Systems and methods
The LEADER_RNA database has been implemented in the C language of the ANSI standard. It has been successfully compiled on the Intel PC platform using Borland C compiler, Version 4.5, under Windows95. The basic scheme of the LEADER_RNA database is shown in Figure 1 . The LEADER_RNA database consists of four different domains. First, the sequence database LEAD_SEQ compiles the sequences of mRNA 5′UTRs of high-and low-expression eukaryotic genes. Second, the knowledge base LEAD_KNO contains the description of 5′UTR features different for Hand L-mRNAs. The programs implementing these features to predict mRNA translatability activate this knowledge base. These programs are documented within the knowledge base by their control test results on the independent experimental data. Third, the database LEAD_WHY contains the description of published experimental data concerning the influence of mRNA sequence features on translatability. Fourth, abstracts of the related papers are collected in the LEAD_REF database. The LEADER_RNA database is SRS formatted and, hence, commonly accepted through the WWW interface to SRS users (Etzold and Argos, 1993) .
Non-redundant mRNA sequences of high-and low-expression eukaryotic genes were extracted from the EMBL nucleotide sequence databank, Release 49, and novel non-redundant sequences were extracted from EMBL, Release 52. A training set was compiled from 5′UTRs of both these sets, whereas the control set contained only novel sequences from the later EMBL release. We believe that this control set reflects the accumulation of nucleotide sequences in the databank and genes of interest for molecular biologists. 
Selection of H-and L-mRNAs
mRNAs of mammalian and higher plant genes representing different eukaryotic taxa were analyzed. Monocot and dicot plant mRNAs were analyzed separately, because they are considerably different in many contextual features (Kochetov et al., 1998c) . mRNAs of abundant eukaryotic proteins of the following families were tested (Table 1) : (A) (for all three taxa): translation elongation factor 1 alpha and ribosomal proteins, actins, 70 kDa heat shock proteins, histones; (B) mammalian tubulins and myosins; (C) plant anaerobiosis-induced (alcohol dehydrogenase, aldolase) and photosynthesis-related (RbcS, Cab) polypeptides. All these polypeptides are vitally essential and synthesized in eukaryotic cells in considerable amounts. Sequences of mRNAs encoding abundant polypeptides were selected assuming that most of them should be efficiently translated. However, some eukaryotic polypeptides are encoded by a gene family, and the contribution of various family members to the synthesis of an abundant protein may vary. Therefore, the H-mRNA set may include some sequences with a minor contribution to the protein yield. Since the prediction technique presented in this paper is based on the statistical difference between high-and low-expression mRNAs, we believe that a little contamination of a high-expression mRNA set with poorly translated mRNAs cannot decrease the prediction quality considerably. (15) 68 (11) L-mRNAs encoding the proteins that are present in the cells in small amounts include mRNAs for growth factors, receptors, transcription factors, protein kinases, proteins encoded by oncogenes and tumor-suppressor genes, and other regulatory proteins. The expression of these genes is under stringent control not only at the transcriptional level, but also through a decrease in stability of mRNA (Chen and Shyu, 1995) and proteins (Pahl and Baeuerle, 1996) . To select mRNAs encoding transcription factors, we have used the TRANSFAC database (Wingender et al., 1996) . Table 2 . 5′UTR features that are statistically significantly different between the mRNAs of high-and low-expression genes a
Features of 5′UTR mRNAs b

Content of the complementary nucleotides
[A]:[T] ratio, [A]:[T] disbalance, [G]:[C+T] disbalance (Mm), [G+C] content (Mm), [G]:[C+T] ratio (Mm)
Leader length
Context of translational start site
Depends on the '-3' rule, High-consensus matches, High-ShortFreqMatrix, Low-consensus matches 
Content of upstream AUGs in different contexts
Nucleotide content in 5′UTRs
High/low frequency ratios for oligonucleotide content: Both full-sized and possibly incomplete 5′UTRs were collected in training sets. For the selection of full-sized 5′UTRs from the EMBL DNA entries, Feature Table keys 'CDS' and one of the following: 'mRNA', 'precursor_RNA', 'prim_transcript' and '5′UTR', were used (all fields without '<'); for the selection of possibly incomplete 5′UTRs from the EMBL RNA entries, the start points of the sequence and the 'CDS'. Sequence characteristics of 5′UTRs with an experimentally mapped 5′end and 5′UTRs from the cDNAs were compared. It was found that full-sized 5′UTRs of Hand L-mRNAs were more different than possibly incomplete 5′UTRs. The difference between samples of complete and incomplete leaders of either H-mRNAs or L-mRNAs is much less than that between the samples of 5′UTRs of H-and L-mRNAs, including both full-sized and incomplete sequences. In addition, samples of full-sized mRNA 5′UTRs contain significantly smaller numbers of sequences than those of possibly incomplete 5′UTRs (Table 1) . Thus, we have combined complete and incomplete sequences, and analyzed them together.
High-expression mRNAs were represented in the control set by 19 5′UTRs of mammals, 27 5′UTRs of dicot plants and 19 5′UTRs of monocot plants; low-expression mRNAs were represented by 60, 40 and 11 5′UTRs, respectively.
Data analysis
To reveal the sequence characteristics, significantly different for the 5′UTRs of H-and L-mRNAs, we have applied an approach from the computer system Sitevideo (Kel et al., 1993; Kolchanov et al., 1998) . Under this approach, sets of nucleotide sequences of different functions (or different functional activities) are collected in the database SAMPLES and compared for various contextual features. The features differing significantly are described in a special knowledge base supplemented with the C-code programs for discrimination between these types of sequences .
By using this approach, the database LEADER_RNA (Figure 1 ) consisting of four related databases has been designed (see examples of entries in Figure 2 ). Sets of 5′UTR sequences of mammalian and higher plant mRNAs were selected from the EMBL databank (see above) and collected in the database LEAD_SEQ ( Figure 2B ). Each sequence is marked by the unique identifier in the field SC (taken from the field ID of the corresponding EMBL entry). The 5′UTR length, the position in relation to the translational start site (PA) and the level of gene expression (SA) are contained. Links to the related databases LEAD_REF (RN) and LEAD_KNO (KN) described below are presented for 5′UTRs of each taxonomic group. 5′UTR nucleotide sequences of H-and L-mRNAs of these taxa were analyzed by a number of various features (listed in Table 2 ) that may be subdivided into two groups: (i) features shown experimentally to influence the mRNA translation rate (e.g. the presence of the upstream AUGs, context of the translational start, etc.); (ii) other contextual features. A lot of 5′UTR contextual features were analyzed, including positional weighted concentrations of mono-, di-, tri-and tetranucleotides (Ponomarenko et al., 1998) . For the sequence S = s 1 , …, s i , …, s L of length L, the weighted concentration (Kendall and Gibbons, 1990 ) correlation coefficients were used for measurement of the correlation between these variables and the gene expression level. These coefficients are based on different assumptions (parametric and non-parametric); thus, the relationships between 5′UTR features and expression levels of corresponding genes were analyzed independently.
Features statistically significantly different between Hand L-mRNA 5′UTR sets of dicot, monocot and mammalian genes were collected in the knowledge base (LEAD_KNO) (Figure 2A ). Each feature of this knowledge base is characterized by the mean values for high and low 5′UTR training sets (field 'AB'), and for high and low expression control sets (fields ST and NT, respectively; mean values, standard errors and the percentages of incorrect prediction are presented there). A type of the feature and its dependence on the mRNA expression level are marked in the fields PV and CT, respectively. C-code program for the discrimination between H-and L-mRNAs on the basis of revealed statistical difference (Ponomarenko et al., 1997) was generated automatically (field C-CODE). The data for mammals, dicots and monocots are stored separately because the 5′UTR features, characteristic for H-and L-mRNAs of these taxa, are different in various subsets tested (listed in Table 2 ). The field DP contains the link to the database of mRNA features that were shown experimentally to influence translatability (LEAD_WHY; see the example entry in Figure 2C ). Each type of feature (classified in the fields MI, MN, MD, ML) is characterized according to its utility [e.g. statistical difference between H-and L-mRNA 5′UTRs (fields PN, PM, PV)] or known experimental data (free text in the field REA-SONS). Links to the abstracts of related papers collected in database LEAD_REF ( Figure 2D ) are placed in the field RN.
Algorithm
The knowledge base contains the number of discrimination features revealed in the analysis (46 for mammals, 27 for dicots, 20 for monocots) together with the related programs for prediction of the translational efficiency of a given mRNA. Mean values of these features for the H-and the L-mRNA training sets (Xi H and Xi L , respectively) correspond to +1 and -1, respectively. To predict the translatability of a given mRNA by using these discriminating features, the values of its 5′UTR characteristics (Xi) are determined and compared with those for H-and L-mRNAs [according to equation (2)]:
If the Xi value exceeds that of H-or L-mRNAs, then it is equal to +1 or -1, respectively.
Since the database compiles the expert rules introduced by the investigators on the basis of various experimental approaches, we could not evaluate the relative contribution of these rules in mRNA translatability. It should be principally important to make available all opinions concerning mRNA translational efficiency for use in translatability prediction. This approach is based on Decision Making Theory (Fishburn, 1970) . Thus, we have collected all revealed differences in the knowledge base and generated the prediction programs for all revealed 5′UTR characteristics (N). The computer program for the prediction of a given mRNA translatability tests all these 5′UTR features and displays the results. The score F(seq) is calculated as follows:
The value of F(seq) varies from -1 (in the case of typical L-mRNA) to +1 (in the case of H-mRNA). If F(seq) > 0, the sequence is assumed to be translated at the high level, if F(seq) < 0, at the low level.
In the general case, all discriminative features (Fi) are considered independently. However, a user may change the weights of the features by the following:
Weight coefficients (Wi) ranging from 0 to 10 can be defined by a user. If Wi = 0, the corresponding 5′UTR feature is excluded from prediction. If all Wi are equal, F(seq) is calculated according to equation (3).
Implementation and discussion
In the framework of the Sitevideo approach (Kel et al., 1993; Kolchanov et al., 1998) , a lot of 5′UTR contextual features were analyzed. Those found to be statistically different between high-and low-expression samples of mammalian, dicot and monocot mRNAs were collected in the knowledge base. An mRNA of interest could be analyzed by the WWWaccessible program by using these discriminative 5′UTR features. The 5′UTR nucleotide sequence should be typed or browsed from the file. The 5′UTR features analyzed are listed and supplemented with the weight coefficients Wi [ranging from 0 to 10; see equation (4)]. In the simplest case, the mRNA translational efficiency [F(seq)] may be analyzed by applying all discriminative features together and with weight coefficients Wi = 5. It can be seen that if all weight coefficients Wi are equal, then equation (4) is transformed into equation (3). It was found that H-and L-mRNAs in the control sets are predicted with a high accuracy. Namely, 77.8% of dicot, 78.3% of mammalian and 84.2% of monocot H-mRNAs were predicted to be translated efficiently [F(seq) > 0]; 72.5% of dicot, 84.4% of mammalian and 81.8% of monocot L-mRNAs were predicted to be translated at low efficiency [F(seq) < 0].
To make the prediction more accurate and to use this computer system to design the biotechnological experiments, the 5′UTR discrimination features should be analyzed in a more complicated manner. The sets of discrimination features may be subdivided into several groups. Analysis of the translation efficiency of human cytochrome P450 IID6 (CYP2D6) mRNA (GenBank ID HUMCYP2D6) in dicot plant cells is shown as an example (Figure 3 ). Twenty-seven various 5′UTR features were used to evaluate the mRNA translatability in dicot plant cells. A user may define the subset of criteria and their weight coefficients Wi (in this case, all criteria are included, and their Wi = 5 in all cases).
The presence of upstream AUGs ([AUG] content)
It is well known that the presence of AUG codons within 5′UTR decreases the mRNA translation rate. The negative influence of these upstream AUGs depends on their context (the 'stronger' context enhances the negative influence) and on the position of encoded ORFs. Commonly, ORFs started from the upstream AUGs are very short. It was found that the negative influence of upstream mini-ORF is much higher if this ORF overlaps with the protein coding sequence (for a review, see Futterer and Hohn, 1996) 
Context of the translational start codon
To evaluate the relative 'strength' of the translational start site, the parameters High-consensus matches, Low-consensus matches, High-ShortFreqMatr and '-3 position' rule were used. They concern the similarity of start codon context (from -6 to -1) with consensus (High-consensus matches) and anti-consensus (Low-consensus matches) of dicot H-mRNA. High-ShortFreqMatr is a more advanced parameter taking into consideration the frequency matrix of nucleotides in positions of consensus of H-mRNA translational start codon context which were found to be statistically different between H-and L-mRNAs. '-3 position' rule accounts for the nucleotide in the -3 position upstream of the translational start codon.
5′UTR significant features which are likely to influence the mRNA secondary structure
It is known that 5′UTR secondary structure may decrease mRNA translatability (Kozak, 1994; Pain, 1996) . The content of G+C and the ratio of the complementary nucleotides (A/U, G/C, G/U) influence the stability of the potential secondary structure. If the frequencies of the complementary nucleotides in 5′UTR are close to each other, the potential secondary structure could be more stable. These parameters were tested for H-and L-mRNAs, and those differing significantly were included into the knowledge base. The para-
meters [A]:[T] ratio and [A]:[T] disbalance
were used in the case of dicot mRNA.
Other 5′UTR significant features
Most 5′UTR features (17 in total) are classified within this subset. They were included in the knowledge base because they were statistically different between the H-and L-mRNAs of dicot genes. The utility of all these 27 features was evaluated by analysis of the control sets of H-and L-mRNAs. Percentages of incorrect prediction of either Hor L-mRNAs are marked in the knowledge base and may be accepted directly within the WWW-based prediction program. The user could define the utility of a particular criterion and decide whether to use it or not in the prediction method.
Limitations and exceptions
It should be taken into account that the prediction technique presented here is based on the scanning model (Kozak, 1994) and may be used for the analysis of 5′UTRs of mRNAs translated by this mechanism. In the framework of this model, we analyze the basal level of mRNA translational activity. In some cases, mRNA translational efficiency may be regulated by polypeptide trans-factors recognizing cis elements within 5′UTR [e.g. iron responsive element or oligopyrimidine tract at the 5′end of ribosomal mRNAs (for a review, see Pain, 1996) ]. Prediction of specific sites demands the use of special computer tools and cannot be performed by our program.
Currently, there are many examples of mRNAs known to be translated through internal ribosome entry site (IRES) or ribosomal shunt (for a review, see Futterer and Hohn, 1996; Pain, 1996) . These mRNAs often contain AUGs and stable hairpins within the leader sequences, and their translatability cannot be correctly predicted by the tool presented in this paper. The problem of recognizing IRES within mRNA 5′UTR is very complex since it is not clearly known what sequence elements may form it.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have tried to determine the 5′UTR features possibly influencing the mRNA translational efficiency in mammals, dicots and monocots. Sequence analysis of various 5′UTRs features of H-and L-mRNAs was performed to define which of them are discriminating. The knowledge base contains the number of discrimination features revealed in this analysis (46 for mammals, 27 for dicots, 20 for monocots) together with the related programs for prediction of the translational efficiency of a given mRNA. The list of these discriminative features will be supplemented due to accumulation of the novel experimental and statistical data. In particular, we plan to analyze the 5′UTR sequences of H-and L-mRNAs for the secondary structure parameters, and use these data in the prediction process.
It should be noted that mRNAs of both high and low expressed genes are necessarily translated, though with different efficiency. High-expression mRNAs must provide a high polypeptide synthesis rate during development, under stress conditions, etc. Thus, most of these mRNAs should be trans-lated efficiently, although some members of multigene families making a minor contribution to polypeptide production may produce mRNAs translated at a low level. Many of the low-expression mRNAs (encoding transcription factors, oncogenes, protein kinases, etc.) contain sequence elements which were shown in experiments to decrease their translation efficiency (Kozak, 1986 (Kozak, , 1994 Rao et al., 1988) . It may be of importance to limit the level of expression of the regulatory polypeptides, because their overproduction may be harmful. However, low translational efficiency of mRNAs is a very frequent, but not obligatory, feature of the genes encoding regulatory polypeptides. We assume that a statistically significant difference between the contextual features of H-and L-mRNA samples may reveal the features influencing mRNA translatability, as was shown for the occurrence of upstream AUG and the context of the translational start codon (Ischenko et al., 1996; Kochetov et al., 1998a,b) . It is important to take into account the 5′UTR features that are essential but still not determined [i.e. translational enhancers (Gallie, 1996) ].
In this paper, we presented the results of the comparative analysis of 5′UTRs of H-and L-mRNAs accumulated in the WWW-accessible database LEADER_RNA, and a computer tool for the prediction of mRNA translational properties in cells of mammals and higher plants. Prediction of mRNA translatability is based on the similarity of its 5′UTR contextual features with those typical of mRNAs of highand low-expression genes of the corresponding taxon. The LEADER_RNA database and the related WWW-accessible prediction program are under development. In future, we plan to extend the list of eukaryotic taxa and number of 5′UTR criteria. It was shown that H-and L-mRNAs are also different in the relative 'strength' of the translational termination signal (Brown et al., 1990; Kochetov et al., 1998b) and in the usage of synonymous codons (Likhoshvai and Matushkin, 1998) ; these important mRNA contextual features are planned to be taken into consideration. In the context of the general purpose of this work (i.e. the development of computer techniques to predict the pattern of gene expression), we plan to extend the computer analysis of highand low-expression eukaryotic genes to involve other functional domains (mRNA 3′UTR, introns, signals of splicing and polyadenylation, etc.) and expression processes other than mRNA translation.
